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Just picture a happy mother,
I prayed for a gift from heaven,

Imagine the first baby there,
And my plea was heard up above,

Then picture their love for each other,
As she hums this melody rare:

In ten Baby fingers to love:

Ten Baby fingers brought me happiness,
They mean the world to me.
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me, For each night they are caressed, with many kisses pressed, Then with a loving pray'r they're gently blessed, Ten Baby

fingers came from Paradise, In answer to my plea,

Just as dear as the beads of the Rosary, Ten

Baby fingers are to me.

Ten Baby Fingers 2
Songs That Reach Every Heart

They bring a catch to the throat—a smile to the lips. Folks love to sing them.

These are the songs you read about in The Saturday Evening Post, magazines and daily newspapers.
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